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Redactable Blockchain-Assisted Secure Data
Aggregation Scheme for Fog-enabled

Internet-of-Farming-Things
Rahul Mishra , Student Member, IEEE, Dharavath Ramesh , Senior Member, IEEE, Paolo Bellavista

, Senior Member, IEEE, and Damodar Reddy Edla , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Internet-of-Farming Things (IoFT)-enabled smart
agriculture can collect data more reliably and frequently to track
the crop’s status and other significant information. Considering
that smart agriculture requires working with substantial amounts
of sensitive data. In light of this, frequent data processing
may threaten the confidentiality and integrity of data and
IoFT device privacy. Although numerous privacy-preserving data
aggregation methods have been put out to address these issues,
they also have certain security vulnerabilities, such as inadequate
data confidentiality, collusion attack, and malicious data mining
attacks. Therefore, we introduce a three-tier architecture-assisted
redactable blockchain-based secure data aggregation method
with source authentication for the fog-enabled IoFT 1. This
work provides an efficient and secure two-level data aggregation
model. The proposed model supports resistance to collusion and
malicious data mining threats launched by internal or external
attackers. It can also achieve perfect data confidentiality and
integrity against a malicious aggregator and an inquisitive control
center for an authorized IoFT device. Specifically, the detailed
performance analysis and theoretical concrete security proofs
demonstrate the practicability and efficiency of the proposed
model.

Keywords—Internet-of-Farming-Things (IoFT), Fog comput-
ing, Data aggregation, Redactable blockchain.

I. INTRODUCTION

AGRICULTURE is the global primary sector of the econ-
omy, which contributes significantly to economic growth

and sustainability [1]. Presently, due to expanding global popu-
lation, people want sustainably grown grains. Smart agriculture
can meet the requirements, which can also assist the farmers
in taking advantage of potential opportunities. It brings a new
way of agriculture production. It enhances the agriculture in-
formation perception, intelligent control, quantitative decision-
making, and quality service through a deep integration of
fog-computing and Internet-of-Farming-Things (IoFT) [2], [3].
IoFT is introduced to automate the farming process, such
as collecting crop-related information like humidity level,
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versity of Bologna, 40136 Bologna, Italy. E-mail: paolo.bellavista@unibo.it.
The Fourth author Damodar Reddy Edla is with the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering, National Institute of Technology, Farmagudi, Goa-
403401, India, E-mail: dr.reddy@nitgoa.ac.in.

1A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the IoT-PRO
workshop with 20th IEEE PerCom - 2022 [14].

soil’s PH - value, soil’s water level, nutrient-level of soil,
etc. IoFT sends all the collected crop-status data to cloud-
assisted Agriculture Control Center (ACC). At ACC, this
real-time data is used to take action for irrigation, fertilizer
spreading, pest management, and any other related activities
for the significant growth of crops. However, this cloud-
assisted framework has its own set of issues regarding data
confidentiality and integrity, high latency, etc. [4], [5].

Fog computing has recently gained popularity as an efficient
solution that can efficiently manage data aggregation tasks
while transferring the data to remote cloud servers. Taking
Fog-computing assisted smart agriculture as an example, a fog
server can aggregate the crop-status data collected by IoFT
devices; then transfer it to ACC. Through its control method,
ACC can successfully analyze the collected data to take
suitable action for the proper growth of crops. However, due to
the limited resources of fog-servers, the existing data-security
mitigation is not fully applicable to Fog-computing architec-
ture. Some groups of researchers [6], [7] have highlighted that
it is an essential research topic to realize security threats, i.e.,
data integrity and confidentiality, false data-injection attacks,
privacy-preserving, and high-performance interactions. Also, a
secure data aggregation in fog-enabled IoFT framework is still
considered as a work in progress scenario. In short, secure data
aggregation have a significant role in balancing IoFT devices’
privacy-preserving and data integrity and confidentiality; also
one of the essential aspects of the development of smart
agriculture.

Fortunately, the advent of blockchain has made it possible
to address the security issues of the data aggregation mod-
els [8], [9]. Blockchain technology integrates the distributed
ledger, smart contract, and consensus algorithm to ensure
immutable data storage. Nevertheless, several security issues
with blockchain are starting to surface due to the exponential
expansion of IoFT and fog-device performance. Generally, a
group of malicious fog-server can launch powerful 51% attack
to record the incorrect data on the blockchain, which will cause
disastrous effects [10]. In this situation, Ateniese et al. [11]
introduced redactable blockchain architecture, which allows
for editing in any previously created block over the blockchain
network. A redactable blockchain architecture can easily edit
the incorrect data, also ensuring the security of the data.
Specifically, in IoFT paradigm, for some instances, any IoFT
device becomes unstable and may upload inaccurate aggregate
data to ACC via Fog-layer and blockchain. Then, ACC will
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also take the wrong analysis for crop-status, which may result
in catastrophic consequences. So, in such a scenario, the
redactability of the recorded block can provide an efficient
way to edit or delete the respective block over the blockchain
at Fog-layer.

Therefore, in our preliminary conference version of this
paper [12], we address that the key challenges in the data
aggregation model have privacy-preserving, data integrity, and
confidentiality brought on by malicious activities of cloud
servers and fog-servers. However, as we will go into consid-
erable detail in this paper, it is also vital to deal with various
significant security threats, i.e., fake data injection attacks and
tempering attacks in fog-enabled data aggregation models.
Accordingly, we also considered the redactable blockchain
enabled secure data aggregation model in the Fog paradigm
to provide required editing against any wrong data collection
over the blockchain.

In this article, we extend our work [12] for secure lay-
ered data aggregation model to Fog-enabled smart agriculture
paradigm with IoFT devices to provide more efficient and
computationally infeasible data-aggregation. This extended
work considers the computational infeasible efficient pail-
lier cryptosystem [13] and aggregate certificateless signature
scheme to support security against malicious data mining
attack by internal and external attackers and false data injection
attack. Moreover, we also consider the instantly redactable
blockchain framework for extended work to provide efficient
editing operations over the blockchain network [14], where a
random committee with significant honest fraction is selected
first and then committee-members would initiate the redaction.
In the proposed model, IoFT devices collect the crop-status
data and send the encrypted data to the local fog-server at the
fog layer, which performs local aggregation. Afterward, the
defined leader of the fog-server creates the global aggregation
and uploads it to the blockchain. Then, by accessing the data
from the blockchain, ACC can analyze this data in real-time
for better growth of crops. In such conditions, we assure the
proper privacy for IoFT devices, and that only ACC can obtain
the aggregated data with adequate data integrity.

A. Our contributions

The main contributions of the proposed model are summa-
rized as follows;

1) We present a three-tier architecture-based data aggrega-
tion model, which provides a secure infrastructure that
efficiently uses local resources - IoFT devices; signifi-
cantly contributes to achieving secure data aggregation
in fog-enabled smart agriculture paradigm.

2) We provide a computationally intractable data aggrega-
tion model with efficient IND-CCA2 secure paillier cryp-
tosystem and aggregate certificateless signature scheme.
It can simultaneously provide proper computational in-
feasibility against data mining attacks with proper source
authentication and data integrity without using any extra
cryptographic primitives.

3) We also consider efficient instantly redactable blockchain
framework into fog-layer to enhance redactability with

security and flexibility of fog-layer against collusion
attack.

4) Moreover, the detailed theoretical security analysis illus-
trates that the proposed data aggregation model can meet
all the standard security properties; while keeping high
efficiency.

5) Finally, the detailed performance analysis with significant
experiments shows the practicability and feasibility of the
proposed model in terms of computational and commu-
nication overheads.

B. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II
introduces some previously designed data aggregation models.
In Section III, we describe the system model, the adversary
model, and some other related definitions with design ob-
jectives. Section IV includes the basics preliminaries for the
proposed model. In Section V, we discuss the complete demon-
stration of the proposed model. Detailed security analysis of
the proposed model is described in Section VI. In Section VII,
we analyze the performance of the proposed model in terms
of communication and computation overheads. Finally, section
VIII concludes this proposed model.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section briefly overviews the existing models to de-
sign secure data aggregation schemes. This section is classi-
fied as traditional fog-enabled data aggregation models and
blockchain-assisted fog-enabled data aggregation models.

A. Traditional fog-enabled data aggregation models

Bonomi et al. [15] were the first to introduce the concept
of Fog computing. They presented an overview of fog and
introduced some significant Fog computing based applications.
Roman et al. [16] introduced the data aggregation issue in
Fog computing regarding privacy and security. In 2017, Lu et
al. [17] introduced a lightweight data aggregation model for
fog-enabled paradigm with paillier homomorphic encryption
and Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) to support secure
aggregation and overlay fake data at the initial stage on fog-
layer. Further, they established a method to sensor low-pass
external data injection attacks. One year later, Wang et al.
[18] proposed a Castagnos-Laguillaumine cryptosystem and
short signature based secure data aggregation model in Fog
computing. In this model, edge devices aggregate the collected
data and send it to cloud storage with high communication
overhead. Simultaneously, Lyu et al. [19] proposed a fault-
tolerant differential private aggregate model with additive
homomorphic encryption. The Gaussian distribution is used
to ensure the privacy of data. This model is vulnerable to
false data injection attacks, due to an additional round of
communication during the failure of any IoT devices. This
model also suffered from extra communication overhead. In
2020, Saleem et al. [20] introduced a paillier homomorphic
encryption-based privacy-preserving data aggregation model,
ensuring security against false data injection and reply attacks.
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Nevertheless, if any IoT devices breakdown and aggregation
is delayed, this model incurs high communication overheads.
In 2021, Mohammadali et al. [21] compiled an efficient
data aggregation model, which provides a multidimensional
data aggregation model with a signature-based authentication
model. It supports row and column level data aggregation
to provide more precise analysis at Cloud Service Provider
(CSP). Moreover, it also supports a batch verification model
with a high computational overhead.

Liu et al. [22] introduced a certificateless data aggregation
model for IoT enabled smart grid. This model ensures resistant
against reply, impersonation, and false data injection attacks.
However, this model fails to facilitate fault tolerance and has
a high computational overhead. In 2021, Wang et al. [23] also
proposed a secure privacy-preserving aggregation model for
IoT assisted smart grid. However, this model also ignored
the identity of users at the smart meter level. Simultaneously,
Khan et al. [24] proposed a secure data aggregation model
for a smart grid with Boneh-Gon-Nisson (BGN) cryptosystem
and Elliptic curve digital signature scheme (ECDSA) based
authentication to resist reply and false data injection attacks.
Moreover, Song et al. [25] proposed a new flexible privacy-
preserving data aggregation model for smart agriculture. This
model is designed to collect crop-status data with flexible
security property of Elgamal-cryptosystem with detailed secu-
rity proofs. This model also offers optional data aggregation
in the virtual aggregation area. However, this model fails
to support resistance against false data injection attack and
malicious data mining attack. Recently, Wang et al. [26]
introduced a lightweight non-interactive privacy-preserving
data aggregation method for constrained devices. This model
employs a trusted execution paradigm to avoid the necessity
for trusted entities and reduce overheads.

B. Blockchain-assisted fog-enabled data aggregation models

The emergence of blockchain technology introduces cre-
ative solutions for resolving trust issues; the blockchain is
tamper-proof and decentralized [27], [28]. Guan et al. [29]
introduced a blockchain based model for secure data ag-
gregation model of smart grid. In 2019, Liang et al. [30]
designed a blockchain based distribution protection architec-
ture to strengthen modern power systems’ privacy-preserving
functionalities against security attacks. A work compiled by
Siguang et al. [31], introduced anonymous data aggregation
and a double blockchain-assisted secure model for a fog-
enabled smart grid. This research introduced a three-tier ar-
chitecture based data aggregation framework using blockchain
and Fog computing. This model enables robust support for se-
cure and efficient data aggregation in the smart grid paradigm.
In 2021, Niu et al. [32] introduced a methodology for oper-
ating aggregate statistics over private correlated data based
on relying on differential privacy. This model also enhances
the utility of aggregated data and ensures arbitrage free-ness.
Simultaneously, Yan et al. [33] compiled a blockchain-assisted
provable, reliable, and privacy-preserving data aggregation
model with paillier cryptosystem. However, this model suf-
fers from collusion attacks and false data injection attacks.

Simultaneously, Lu et al. [34] compiled a lightweight edge
blockchain-assisted data aggregation model for smart grid data
security and privacy-preserving. This model efficiently attains
resistivity against false data injection attacks and enhances the
systems’ robustness. However, this model did not consider
the malicious data mining attack from internal and external
adversaries and collusion attacks. Recently, Verma et al. [35]
proposed a computationally secure data aggregation model
in pairing-free certificate-based signature architecture. This
model introduces an efficient data aggregation model. How-
ever, it also does not consider collusion attacks. Moreover, a
systematic survey for secure data aggregation models in fog
environment can be found in [36], [37].

III. SYSTEM MODEL, ADVERSARY MODEL, AND DESIGN
GOALS

In this section, we illustrate the system model and adversary
model with design objectives of the proposed model.

A. System model

The system model of the proposed data aggregation model
consists of three layer - IoFT layer, Fog layer, and Cloud layer.
Fig. 1 illustrates all the entities involved in the system model.

Fig. 1: System model of proposed data aggregation model

1) IoFT layer: This layer includes number of IoFT devices
with further division of n - regions of ACC. Afterward, we
assume that there are ϑi agriculture fields in region - i, and
each agriculture field deploy IoFT devices to monitor the crop-
status and important information. We represent FSi as fog
server in ith - region and ITij - jth IoFT device in region i,
i.e., j ≤ ϑi. ITij will collect the crop-status data and send it
to ACC via fog servers (FSi).

2) Fog layer: The fog layer divides the ACC area into n
- regions and the data for each region is locally aggregated
by the corresponding fog servers. To attain the proper data
security in the fog layer, we employ the efficient paillier cryp-
tosystem and certificateless signature scheme. Moreover, we
select a group of fog servers as authorized nodes for fog layer
blockchain architecture to complete the block generation pro-
cedure over the blockchain. We employ committee-endorsing
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mechanism with verifiable random function (VRF) to select
authorized nodes among all fog servers (FSi) [38]. The VRF
is utilized to assure the random solution of authorized nodes
among all the fog servers. Moreover, we also consider a leader-
node with block right-ownership. Note that the leader-node is
randomly selected among all the authorized nodes. Initially,
the leader-node collects the transactions from all fog servers,
packs it into a block, and finally broadcasts the block to other
authorized nodes. Then, these authorized nodes validate it and
upload it to the blockchain. Also, the authorized nodes and
leader-node perform the redactability procedure over the fog
layer blockchain.

3) Cloud server: This layer consists ACC and Trusted Key-
Authority (TKA). ACC can collect all the aggregated data
from fog servers (FSi) and perform real-time analysis. Note
that ACC reads the data every η minute to make it easier to
monitor crop status at a certain time. Moreover, TKA is a
trusted authority that sets up the complete system parameter
and distributes it to other involved entities. TKA will be offline
after completing the required tasks.

B. Adversary model

In the adversary model, initially, we consider TKA as a fully
trustworthy entity that any adversaries or other entities cannot
compromise through a secure channel. However, IoFT devices,
fog servers, and ACC are honest but curious, which will
honestly follow the defined procedure of the proposed model
but may launch severe attacks, i.e., collusion, modification,
data mining attacks, etc. So, to demonstrate the potential se-
curity threats in the proposed model, we consider probabilistic
polynomial time (PPT) adversaries as follows;

1) A PPT adversary (AI) may launch attack to break the
confidentiality and privacy-preserving of the proposed
model with malicious fog servers.

2) An another PPT adversary (AII) may intercept the
communication channel between IoFT layer-to-Fog layer
and Fog layer-to-ACC to perform malicious data mining
attack to temper the aggregated data, where AII can block
the communication between layers and compromise the
ACC to obtain useful information from decrypted data.

3) Moreover, AII may also launch a false data injection
attack to fog servers to pass the authentication and try to
access the globally aggregated data at fog layer.

4) Moreover, malicious ACC may collude with malicious
fog servers and incentivized some authorized nodes to
launch collusion and modification attacks to IoFT’s ag-
gregated data.

C. Design goals

Based on the system model and adversary model with pos-
sible attacks, the proposed model should achieve the following
objectives;

1) Confidentiality and Privacy-preserving - Data aggre-
gation should adhere to proper confidentiality such that
even if an adversary launches eavesdropping on the com-
munication channel, such adversary cannot have access

to confidential aggregated data. Moreover, the proposed
model also guarantees the privacy-preserving; even if
a false data injection attack is successful, none of the
adversaries can access information about IoFT devices.

2) Integrity and Authentication - The proposed model
should ensure the proper integrity of the aggregated data
against any modification attack. Also, the proposed model
provides the authenticity of all IoFT devices, fog servers
during data aggregation and transmission.

3) Efficiency and accuracy- Taking into account the system
participants’ capacities and the frequency of data process-
ing, the proposed data aggregation model should be effi-
cient with computational and communication overheads
in terms of off-chain and on-chain operations. Moreover,
ACC should be able to ensure the accuracy of the final
aggregated results it recovers; otherwise, ACC might take
the incorrect action for the crop’s status.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

This section describes some preliminaries to support the
proposed scheme. We also give a brief explanation of useful
computational assumptions.

A. Efficient Paillier cryptosystem

Specifically, the efficient paillier cryptosystem [13] consists
of three algorithms such as Key-Gen(), Encryption(), and
Decryption(). These are described in the following manner.

1) Key-Gen ( ) - given security parameter k > 1, randomly
select two large prime p, q of same length, i.e, N = pq
relative to which the Decisional Composite Residuosity
Assumption (DCPR) is hard in Z∗

N2 and τ , where τ <<
|N | and also select g ∈ Z∗

N2 , H : {0, 1}∗ → ZN . Finally,
set λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1) as private-key and (g,H,N)
as public-key.

2) Encryption ( ) - choose random number r ∈R {0, 1}τ

and set z = [H(m||r)]N mod N2, and Ms = (m||r)
for given message m, generate ciphertext as c =[
gM · z mod N2

]
3) Decryption ( ) - given ciphertext c and private key

λ, compute M =

[
L(cλ mod N2)
L(gλ mod N2)

]
mod N , and parse

M = m||r, then compute z = g−r · c mod N2.
If z ?

=
[
H(m||r)N mod N2

]
, return decrypted actual

message m otherwise return invalid.

B. Computational assumptions

Consider a multiplicative cyclic group G1 = ⟨g0⟩ of prime
order p with generator g0, where p is a large prime number,
i.e., p = 2q + 1, q is also a large prime number.

1) Discrete-Logarithm Problem (DL-Problem)[39]: for
given d ∈ G1, calculate y ∈ Zp as d = gy0 .

2) Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDH-
Problem)[39]: for randomly selected a, b ∈ Z∗

p , given
tuple

〈
g0, g

a
0 , g

b
0

〉
, compute the value of gab0 .

Moreover, the notations used in this work are summarized
in Table I.
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TABLE I: Symbols table

Notations Definitions
k > 1 Security parameter

G1
The multiplicative cyclic group with
generator g0

(N, g) public-key of efficient paillier cryptosystem
(λ, κ) private-key of efficient paillier cryptosystem
msij crop-status data

(IDITij
, IDFSi

)
Identities of IoFT devices and fog
servers, respectively

H1, H2 Collision resistant cryptographic function
a⃗ = (a1, a2, ..., an) super linear sequence
(msprivITij

,mspubITij
) master-signing-key-pairs for IoFT devices

(msprivFSi
,mspubFSi

) master-signing-key-pairs for fog servers

Ci
Aggregation result of crop-status data in
region of ith - fog sever

CAS
Aggregation result of crop-status data for
all IoFT devices

σi
tag-value for locally aggregated data by
fog servers

σAS
Aggregated tag-value for locally aggregated
data by fog servers

(MKITij
, PKITij

) signing-key-pairs of IoFT devices
(MKFSi

, PKFSi
) signing-key-pairs for fog servers

D = (CIDITij
, σij , Tmt) Collected crop-status data

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL

This section describes the detailed construction of the
proposed secure blockchain-based data aggregation scheme
for IoFT-enabled smart agriculture. Specifically, this section
is divided into five subsections - System-initialization phase,
Registration phase for all involved entities (IoFT devices, fog-
servers, ACC), IoFT-layer data generation phase, Fog-layer
data aggregation phase, and Data Analysis at ACC phase.
In the first phase, system initialization is mainly responsible
for generating the required system parameters for all involved
entities. In the registration phase, all the IoFT devices and fog
servers registered themselves over the network. Also, the three-
layer architecture of the proposed data aggregation model is
following the data generation phase, data aggregation phase,
and data analysis phase. Initially, IoFT devices collect the
crop-status data and send the encrypted version to fog servers;
then, fog servers aggregate it and send the aggregated version
to the blockchain. Afterward, ACC accesses the blockchain
to get the aggregated crop-status data and analyze it by
decrypting it with corresponding keys. Fig. 2 illustrates the
detailed workflow of the proposed model.

A. System initialization

In the proposed model, TKA performs the system initializa-
tion phase in a secure operational environment to generate the
required system parameters for all the involved entities. Ini-
tially, with the given security parameter k > 1, TKA randomly
selects two large prime number (p, q) > 2k, |p|= |q|= k
such that N = (1− p)(1− q) relative to which the DCPR is
hard in Z∗

p and also selects another random number τ , where
τ << N . TKA also selects two cryptographic hash functions
H1, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → ZN and randomly selects g ∈ Z∗

N2 , where
the order of g in Z∗

N2 is a multiple of N . Afterward, TKA
sets (N, g,H1, H2) as public-key and λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1)
as private-key of efficient paillier cryptosystem for IoFT layer
and ACC. Let ν = N+1 and define the function L(ν) = ν−1

N .

Further, TKA considers a multiplicative cyclic group G1 =
⟨g0⟩ of prime order p with generator g0. TKA randomly
selects (aj , xi) ∈ Z∗

N and compute bj = g
aj
0 mod p,

yi = gxi
0 mod p as master-signing key-pairs such that

(msprivITij
,mspubITij

) = (aj , bj) and (msprivFSi
,mspubFSi

)

= (xi, yi) for IoFT devices and fog servers respec-
tively. Finally, TKA publishes the system parameter =
(p, q, g,N, g0, H1, H2, bj , yi) and paillier cryptosystem’s pub-
lic parameter (λ, L(ν), κ), where κ = λ−1 to ACC. Moreover,
to sake of simplicity, the length of collected crop-status data
by each ITij will not be greater than a defined parameter
value |ζ|≈ 100 bit. Then, TKA selects a super linear-sequence
a⃗ = (a1, a2, ..., an), where (a1, a2, ..., an) ∈ p and a1 = 1.
So, TKA selects a set of sequences (g1, g2, ..., gn) where
gi = gai ,∀i∈[1...n] and shares it as public parameter with all
fog servers FSi.

B. Registration phase

This phase consists of the registration of all IoFT devices
and fog servers. Initially, we assume that there are n - numbers
of fog servers at Fog layer, which cover a defined area and
M is the number of total IoFT devices at IoFT layer. Further,
as described earlier, each ith - fog server covers a group of
IoFT devices in a defined area, i.e., ITij represents as jth -
IoFT device in a region of ith - fog server, where j ∈ [1...ϑi],
ϑ ∈ M, where ϑ is the total IoFT devices in region of a fog
server (FSi). To initiate the registration procedure, all IoFT
devices (ITij) and fog servers (FSi) share their identities
such as IDITij , IDFSi , respectively, with TKA. Then, TKA
generates the required key-pair for FSi and ITij as follows;

1) Firstly, TKA randomly selects s0, s1 ∈ Z∗
p and compute

d0 = gs00 mod p, d1 = gs10 mod p.
2) TKA sets partial-private-key for ITij and FSi as k0 =

s0+ ajH1(IDITij , d0) and k1 = s1+xiH1(IDFSi , d1),
respectively.

Then, TKA sends these corresponding partial-private-key to
ITij and FSi over a secure network channel. Then, ITij and
FSi verifies these shared partial-private-key with the following
validation condition -

gk00
?
= d0 · b

H1(IDITij
,d0)

j mod p,

gk10
?
= d1 · y

H1(IDFSi
,d1)

i mod p
(1)

If these condition holds, all IoFT devices ITij accept it;
randomly selects u0 ∈ Z∗

p and set key-pair as signing-private-
key (MKITij ) = (k0, u0) and signing-public-key (PKITij )
= (d0, µ0), where µ0 = gu0

0 mod p for respective tag-value
(σij) generation. Similarly, all fog servers FSi accept the
partial-private-key and generate key-pair as signing-private-
key (MKFSi) = (k1, u1) and signing-public-key (PKFSij )
= (d1, µ1), where µ1 = gu1

0 mod p by randomly selected
u1 ∈ Z∗

p for respective tag-value (σi) generation.
Further, to initiate the transaction generation and block

generation over blockchain at the Fog layer, θ - number
of fog servers are randomly selected as authenticated nodes
by employing a committee-endorsing mechanism with VRF
[38]. Afterward, according to the status of their respective
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TKA

System initialization 

IoFT Device ACCFog server

Step 1 -  Collect crop-status data
Step 2 - Calculate encrypted value
of crop-status data and tag-value as
D  
Step 3 -  Send  D to fog server 

 Data generation phase 
Local and global Data

aggregation phase
Data analysis phase 

Step 1 - Verify the authenticity of IoFT
device and validity of tag-value
Step 2 - Generate locally and globally
aggregated data  
Step 3 -Transaction processing by leader-
node
Step 4 - Block-formation and validation
Step 5 - Blockchain generation 

Step 1 - ACC decrypt the
aggregated ciphertext with valid
decrypting-key
Step 2 - ACC uses Algorithm 3
to analysis it 
Step 3 - Take suitable action for
crop-status 

Send D 
Read blockchain

Step 1 - Fog servers and IoFT devices
share their identities
Step 2 - Given security parameter
Step 3 - Generate and share related
parameters to IoFT, Fog, and ACC layer 

Fig. 2: Illustration of complete data aggregation model

resources, these authorized nodes initiate the order of block
right-ownership at various time-slots and broadcast the order
to the Fog layer.

C. IoFT layer data generation phase

This phase is executed by all IoFT devices (ITij) to
collect the crop-status data and send it to ACC via Fog layer.
Initially, at each time-slot Tmt|mt ∈ [0, 1, ..., ϖ], (where
ϖ is total time-slot in which all the IoFT devices of any
ith - region collects crop-status data) each ITij follows the
defined procedure to collect the crop-status data (msij) in the
following manner;

1) ITij collects the crop-status data of their corresponding
agriculture area and generate the encrypted value of
collected data (ciphertext) by randomly selecting r ∈R
[0, 1]τ , and set γij = [H2(msij ||r||Tmt)]N , Msij =
(msij ||r), then compute the ciphertext as

CIDITij
= gMsij · γij mod N2

2) Then, to generate the respective tag-value, ITij calcu-
lates χij = H2(CIDITij

||Tmt||PKIDITij
||IDITij ||c||c

′
),

δij = h−χij ·µ0 mod p, and wij = h
′−χij ·k0 mod p,

where c = gh0 mod p, c
′
= gh

′

0 mod p and (h, h
′
) ∈

Z∗
p . Finally, calculate the tag-value (σij) for each col-

lected crop-status data (msij) is σij = (χij , δij , wij).
3) Afterward, all the IoFT devices (ITij) sends the

collected crop-status data and tag-value as D =
(CIDITij

, σij , Tmt)

D. Fog layer data aggregation phase

The fog servers of the Fog layer generally perform the data
aggregation through the following sub-phases;

1) Validation of IoFT devices and data: On receiving D =
(CIDITij

, σij , Tmt) from IoFT layer in time-slot Tmt, FSi
verifies the authenticity of IoFT devices and validity of tag-
value by verifying the validation condition;

gk00
?
= d0 · b

H1(IDITij
,d0)

j mod p

χij
?
= H2(IDITij

, CIDITij
, g
δij
0 µu0 , g

wij

0 ,

(d0 · b
H1(IDITij

,d0)

j )u0 , PKITij
)

(2)

2) Fog layer data aggregation phase: Once these validation
condition holds, each FSi aggregates their local data aggrega-
tion for each time-slot Tmt with new tag-values for all locally
aggregated data as follows;

Ci =

msi∏
j=1

CIDITij
mod N2,

=

msi∏
j=1

(
gMsij · [H2(msij ||r||Tmt)]N

)
mod N2

(3)

Also, FSi computes the new tag-values by
randomly selecting (e, e

′
) ∈ Z∗

p and calculates

m = ge0 mod p, m
′

= ge
′

0 mod p. Then, sets
υi = H2(CIDFSi

||Tmt||PKIDFSi
||IDFSi ||e||e

′
),

φi = m − υi · µ1 mod p, and ψi = m
′ − υi · k1

mod p. So, the corresponding new tag-values for all locally
aggregated data (Ci) is σi = (υi, φi, ψi).

Afterward, every FSi pack these results into as validation-
value (V si) = (Ci||σi||IDFSi ||Tmt) and sends it to autho-
rized nodes FSθ, where θ ∈ [1, n]. Note that, in our proposed
model θ - represents as the number of fog servers, which
are randomly selected by employing committee-endorsing
mechanism with VRF as authenticated nodes. Also, one of the
authorized node randomly selects as a leader-node with block
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generation right over blockchain for time-slot (Tmt). Before
initiating the block generation on the Fog layer blockchain
network, the leader node require to verify the authenticity of
fog servers and the validity of corresponding new tag-value
(σi) by verifying the validation condition;

gk11
?
= d1 · y

H1(IDFSi
,d1)

i mod p

υi
?
= H2(IDFSi

, Ci, g
φi

0 , gψi

0 µu1 ,

(d1 · y
H1(IDFSi

,d1)

i )u1 , PKFSi)

(4)

If these condition holds, the leader-node executes the global
data aggregation operation to generate aggregate encrypted-
data (CAS) and aggregated tag-value (σFS) as follows;

σAS =
n∏
i=1

σi =
n∏
i=1

(υi, φi, ψi),

CAS =
n∏
i=1

Ci mod N2 =
n∏
i=1

(
gMsij · γij mod N2

)
=

(
g
∑ϑ1

j=1ms1j · g
∑ϑ2

j=1ms2j · ... · g
∑ϑn

j=1msnj

)
×

n∏
i=1

(
γij mod N2

)
Since, (g1, g2, ..., gn) satisfies the defined condition gi =

gai ,∀i∈[1...n, the above derived condition can be formulated
as;

=
(
g
∑ϑ1

j=1ms1j · g
∑ϑ2

j=1ms2j · ... · g
∑ϑn

j=1msnj

)
×

n∏
i=1

(
γij mod N2

)
= ga1

∑ϑ1
j=1ms1j+a2

∑ϑ2
j=1ms2j+...+an

∑ϑn
j=1msnj

×
n∏
i=1

[H2(msij ||r||Tmt)]N mod N2

Afterward, leader-node sends the aggregated encrypted-data
data (CAS) with σi to ACC.

3) Block generation (Bȷ): After successfully generating
the aggregate encrypted-data (CAS), leader-node generates the
respective transaction (Txi) and block (Bȷ) for CAS with
validation-value (V si). Initially, the transaction generation
procedure follows basic protocol with time-slot (Tmt) and
leader-node generate the hash-tuple Bȷ = ⟨Headerȷ, Dȷ⟩,
where Headerȷ =

〈
Tmtȷ , stȷ, iB,H2(Dȷ), πȷ

〉
and Dȷ repre-

sent the Block-data, Tmtȷ ∈ (Tmt1 , Tmt2 , ..., Tmtn) represents
n different time-slots, stȷ represents Previous-Block’s Hash
[H2(Headerȷ−1)], iB is the initial state of the Block-data,
and πȷ represents Nonce-value for consensus algorithm (PoW).
Moreover, the tuple ⟨FSξ|∀ξ∈θ, Tmt⟩, represent that FSξ is a
leader-node at time-slot (Tmt) to validate the generated block
Bȷ.

So, initially, leader-node (FSξ) generates the respective
block Bȷ with transaction (Txi) = H2(V si||Nonce −
value||ts), where ts is timestamp value of transaction (Txi).
Then, the leader-node (FSξ) broadcast the block Bȷ to all

authorized nodes (FSθ) over the Fog layer for the proper val-
idation. After this, the ValidateBlock algorithm (Algorithm
1) verifies the validity of Block-data (Bȷ) according to defined
rules. Then, it verifies the leader’s validity and finally verifies
the Nonce_value (πȷ) for the defined Difficulty (D) to com-
plete PoW consensus. Now, if V alidateBlock(Bȷ) algorithm
returns 1; update the chain with new block (Bȷ) according to
specified blockchain protocol [14].

Algorithm 1: Block-Validation Algorithm;
V alidateBlock(Bȷ)

1 Parse Bȷ =< Headerȷ, Dȷ >,
whereHeaderȷ =

〈
Tmtȷ , stȷ, iB,H2(Dȷ), πȷ

〉
;

2 Validate Dȷ, if invalid return 0;
3 Validate FSξ, if invalid return 0, where FSξ is leader

for current Tmt;
4 Validate πȷ, if invalid return 0;
5 else, return 1.

4) Redactability of collected data: In some cases, IoFT
devices become unstable. They may collect and send erroneous
data to corresponding fog servers, and Fog layer sends it
to ACC with an immutable transaction of a block over the
blockchain network. Further, in blockchain-assisted models,
after a severe 51% attack, malicious fog servers could lead to
modification attacks and collusion attacks with possibly fatal
results regarding crop-status data at ACC. So, in the above-
mentioned cases, ACC will not be able to take the correct
required action against any issues with crops. Thus, we employ
redactable blockchain architecture which enables the autho-
rized nodes (FSθ) and leader-node (FSξ) to redact the cor-
responding block having aggregated encrypted-data (CAS) as
follows. Firstly, we define two application specific functions,
Cpt(Chain, Tmt, FSξ) and V erify(Chain, Tmt, ρ, Prf).
First function Cpt(Chain, Tmt, FSξ) to verify the validity
of newly selected leader-nodes in voting-period of time-slot
Tmt and produce output (Prf, ρ), where Prf is proof of FSξ
for Tmt and ρ is voting-weight of leader-node FSξ in FSθ.
Second function is V erify(Chain, Tmt, ρ, Prf) to verify the
(Prf, ρ).

1) Initialize redaction - FSi initializes redaction to a
block Bȷ in blockchain. Then, FSξ parses ⟨Headerȷ, Dȷ⟩
and replace Dȷ with D∗

ȷ , where D∗
ȷ is Block-

data, Headerȷ with Header∗ȷ such as Header∗ȷ =
(Tmtȷ , stȷ, ibȷ, πȷ, H2(D

∗
ȷ ) to create new block B∗

ȷ =〈
Header∗ȷ , D

∗
ȷ

〉
and broadcast to blockchain. Afterward,

elects a leader FSξ by leader-selection algorithm to
validate B∗

ȷ whether it is valid candidate redacting block
or not and stores it in their pool in the following manner.
(i) FSξ verifies the expiration-time (tp) since every
candidate redacting block B∗

ȷ has a defined tp, (ii) if B∗
ȷ is

valid, FSξ verifies RP (Chain,B∗
ȷ , slȷ)

?
= 1 and remove

B∗
ȷ from pool, where RP (Chain,B∗

ȷ , slȷ) represents the
redaction-policy to verify the Nonce-value (πȷ) for the
defined Difficulty (D). Initially, V alidateCedt() checks
the validity of B∗

ȷ , then, verifies the link between Bȷ−1

and Bȷ+1. Finally, B∗
ȷ is a valid candidate editing block
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if V alidateCedt = 1. Algorithm 2 illustrates the
validation of candidate editing block B∗

ȷ .
2) Validation procedure of B∗

ȷ - For candidate block
B∗
ȷ , FSξ submits solution of Difficluty D and FSθ ver-

ifies their validity in T
′

mtȷ with Cpt(Chain, T
′

mtȷ , FSθ)

according to defined PoW, where T
′

mtȷ represents the
current time-slot. FSξ outputs [(ρ, Prf), ρ ̸= 0] and
broadcast (ρ, Prf) with Nonce-value on H2(B

∗
ȷ ) as their

respective solutions. Afterward, FSξ verifies through
Algorithm 1, initially, verifies the number of votes on
H2(B

∗
ȷ ) by RP (Chain,B∗

ȷ , T
‘
mtȷ) is enough or not.

Particularly, firstly, it verifies the Nonce-value (πȷ), con-
firms the voting-right, and voting-number ρ of the vot-
ers defined by V erify(Chain, Tmt, ρ, Prf). Finally, if
RP (Chain,B∗

ȷ , Tmtȷ) = 1, FSθ updates the blockchain
Chain with B∗

ȷ . Algorithm 3 illustrates the validation
procedure of B∗

ȷ .

Algorithm 2: Candidate Block-Validation Algorithm;
V alidateCedt(Chain,B∗

ȷ )

1 Parse B∗
ȷ =< Header∗ȷ , D

∗
ȷ >, where

Header∗ȷ =< Tmtȷ , stȷ, H2(D
∗
ȷ , iBȷ, πȷ) >;

2 if V alidateBlock(B∗
ȷ ) = 0, then return 0;

3 Parse Bȷ−1 = < Headerȷ−1, Dȷ−1 >, where
Headerȷ−1 =
(Tmtȷ−1 , stȷ−1, πȷ−1, iBȷ−1, H2(Dȷ−1))

4 Parse Bȷ+1 = < Headerȷ+1, Dȷ+1 >, where
Headerȷ+1 =
(Tmtȷ+1

, stȷ+1, πȷ+1, iBȷ+1, H2(Dȷ+1))
5 if stȷ = H2(Tmtȷ−1

, stȷ−1, iBȷ−1, iBȷ−1, πȷ−1) and
stȷ+1 = H2(Tmtȷ , stȷ, iBȷ, iBȷ, πȷ), then return 1;

6 else, return 0.

Algorithm 3: Validation - procedure of B∗
ȷ

1 Set ρ = 0, Prf = 0, Time-slot = Tmt;
2 while Time-slot ≤ Tmt + s− 1, where s is required

slots for votes distribution for candidate block;
3 Parse Chain = (B1, ..., Bϕ), assume ϕ be the latest

confirm height on blockchain;
4 Parse (Bȷ)Time = (Time− slot, stȷ, H2(Dȷ, iB, πȷ));
5 if FSθ find correct Nonce-value (πȷ),

H2(Time− slot, st,ȷ , H2(Dȷ), iB, πȷ)) < D;
6 then set ρ = ρ+ 1, P rf =

Prf ∪ (Time− slot, st,ȷ , H2(Dȷ), iB, πȷ);
7 end, while;
8 return (ρ, Prf).

E. Data analysis at ACC

ACC reads the blockchain records every η minutes, where
η ⊂ tmt. Then, ACC decrypt the global aggregated data
(CAS) through defined decryption method of efficient paillier

cryptosystem. Meanwhile, we describe symbols S and P to
facilitate the decryption of aggregated ciphertext;

S = a1

ϑ1∑
j=1

ms1j + a2

ϑ2∑
j=1

ms2j + ...+ an

ϑn∑
j=1

msnj ,

P =
n∏
i=1

γij

(5)

The aggregated ciphertext (CAS) can be converted into the
form of CAS = gS · P mod N2.

However, the converted aggregated ciphertext still adheres
to the paillier encryption format. So, ACC uses the paillier
decryption key and L(ν) to perform the decryption to get the
aggregated data

M
′
=
L
(
CλIDITij

mod N2
)

L (gλ mod N2)
(6)

and parses the Msij as (msij ||r). Then, ACC computes
γij = g−Msij · CIDITij

mod N2 and verify if γij
?
=

H2 [(msij)||r]N mod N2, return msij , else return invalid.
Finally, Horner’s rule [40] is used to complete the analysis

of aggregated collected data and get fine-grained aggregation
results in Algorithm 4. The algorithm generates the coeffi-
cient PAj , which describes the crop-status data of one IoFT
device;

PAj =

ϑi∑
j=1

msij ,∀i∈[1,n] (7)

Once ACC obtains the crop-status data of each IoFT device
of the defined region of corresponding fog servers. Afterward,
these fine-grained data can be explored to analyze the real-
time status of crops and also take suitable action whenever
required.

Algorithm 4: Aggregated Area-Report Extraction
Input: S and P
Output: crop-status PAj , j ∈ [1, ϑ] of each IoFT

device
1 Begin
2 q0 ← S/P , a1 = P1j , a2 = P2j , ..., an = Pnj ,

q0 ← PA1 + P1PA2, ...,Pn−1PAn;
3 for j ← 1 to ϑi do;
4 PAj ← qj−1 mod P;
5 qj ← qj−1 mod P;
6 End for
7 Obtain (PA1, PA2, ..., PAϑ)
8 End

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, a detailed explanation about the security
analysis of the proposed data aggregation model is demon-
strated with concrete proofs in terms of various security
theorems.

Theorem 1. (Confidentiality and Privacy-preserving) The
proposed model guarantees the complete confidentiality and
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privacy-preserving against malicious Fog servers (FSi) and
ACC.

Proof. The proposed model ensures computationally in-
tractability for confidentiality against any malicious fog servers
(FSi) at Fog layer and ACC with proper privacy-preserving
as follows;

Case 1 - Confidentiality against FSi :- We employ the
efficient IND-CCA2 secure paillier cryptosystem to encrypt
the crop-status data Ci in order to ensure security against data
confidentiality during the data aggregation phase. Since, after
passing the validation condition (Eq. 2), the encrypted data
CIDITij

can be considered as valid. Moreover, the compu-
tationally intractability of DCPR in a random oracle against
IND-CCA2 also proven the complete security of efficient
paillier cryptosystem [13]. So, it is computationally hard for
malicious fog server (FSi) to decrypt the shared encrypted
data CIDITij

and obtain the real data (msij). Simultaneously,
due to computationally intractability of encryption method,
any authorized nodes (FSθ) is unable to decrypt the aggre-
gated ciphertext (CAS). Thus, the proposed model ensures the
data confidentiality of crop-status data against malicious FSi.

Case 2 - Confidentiality against ACC :- To show the
computationally infeasibility of data confidentiality at ACC,
assume a PPT adversary (AI) colludes with ACC and obtains
the required decryption key (λ, κ). However, if AI tries to
decrypt Ci, there is only option to obtain the randomly
selected value (r) directly, since, the collected crop-status
data (msij) is blinded by r, i.e., Msij = (msij ||r). So,
AI cannot be able to obtain the value of (msij ||r) with
the given tuple

〈
g, gMsij

〉
, until the CDH-problem is com-

putationally hard in G1 [39]. On the other hand, it is ob-
viously computationally hard to break the security of Hash-
function in γij = [H2(msij ||r||Tmt)]N to form real value
of msij [41]. Moreover, although AI can be able to get the
aggregated crop-status data ga1

∑ϑ1
j=1ms1j+a2

∑ϑ2
j=1ms2j+...+an

through successful intruding the ACC, still AI can not be able
to obtain the every IoFT devices’ collected data and link to
its respective region of FSi, due to solving a NPC-problem
[42]. Moreover, even if AI manages to gain access to the fog
server, AI will be unable to access any private information.

So, none of the PPT adversary AI can collude with ACC to
attack the confidentiality of aggregated data and also privacy
of IoFT devices. Therefore, the proposed data aggregation
model guarantees the proper data confidentiality and privacy-
preserving of IoFT devices. ■

Theorem 2. (Authentication and Integrity) The proposed
model guarantees the proper authentication for transfer be-
tween IoFT layer, Fog layer and data integrity for collected
data.

Proof. 1. Source authentication - To show the proper
authentication of the model, we consider the communi-
cation between IoFT layer-to-Fog layer and Fog layer-to-
ACC. Initially, we consider the communication between IoFT
layer-to-Fog layer. Upon receiving D = (CIDITij

, σij , Tmt)

from IoFT devices in time-slot (Tmt), FSi verifies the

authenticity of IoFT devices with verification condition -
gk00

?
= d0 · b

H1(IDITij
,d0)

j mod p; and then check the va-
lidity of tag-value (σij) with corresponding public-key as
follows - χij

?
= H2(IDITij

, CIDITij
, g
δij
0 µu0 , g

wij

0 , (d0 ·

b
H1(IDITij

,d0)

j )u0 , PKITij ).
However, a PPT adversary (AII) can attack as Type-I

adversary, i.e., any Type-I adversary can replace the defined
public-key, i.e. IoFT devices’ public-key (PKITij

) = (d0, µ0),
but does not have any information about signing-private-key
(MKITij ) = (k0, u0). Then, AII tries to pass the validation
procedure (Eq. 1) with replaced public-key by checking the
validity of tag-value (σij). Now, we need to provide the
proof for which only the real key-pair is required to pass the
validation condition (Eq. 1).

To proof the security of authentication procedure and tag-
value, we design an algorithm B, i.e., B uses AII as black
box to find the solution of DL-problem in polynomial time
with limited power. Initially, B is given the prime num-
ber p, q and a DL-problem instance (g0, R = gA0 ). The
aim of algorithm B is to find A, i.e., R = gA0 . B also
initialize AII with the signing-key-pairs and given system
parameter = (p, q, g,N, g0, H1, H2, bj , yi) to AII . So, B re-
sets AII to such an orcale-query H2(·) on the tag-string =
H2(CIDITij

||Tmt||PKIDITij
||IDITij

||c||c′), δij = h−χij ·µ0

mod p for getting χij , according to the tag-generation (σij)
procedure. Then, B rearrange the random-oracle for getting
χ∗
ij ∈ Zp∗ , i.e., χ∗

ij ̸= χij and proceeds to simulate AII .
Suppose, if AII is an efficient forger in the aforementioned
interactions, B can get two valid tag-values such as σij =
(χij , δij , wij) and σ∗

ij = (χ∗
ij , δ

∗
ij , w

∗
ij) with the defined

condition that χ∗
ij ̸= χij which satisfies;

g
wij

0

(
d0 · b

H1(IDITij
,d0)

j

)χij

= g
w∗

ij

0

(
d0 · b

H1(IDITij
,d0)

j

)χ∗
ij

Afterward, B can compute;

logg0(d0) =

[
(wij − w∗

ij)

(χij − χ∗
ij)

]
−s0

(
H1(IDITij

, d0)
)

mod N2

Where, N2 is a public prime integer, i.e., N = (1 − p)(1 −
q) and (wij − w∗

ij)/(χij − χ∗
ij) is also prime to N2. So, B

can find solution of DL-problem to get-value of d0. However,
clearly, it is contradicting with the intractability to solve the
hard DL-problem in polynomial time. So, the proposed model
guarantees the proper authenticity with security against false
data injection attack by AII between communication IoFT
layer-to-Fog layer.

2. Integrity - As defined earlier, on receiving D =
(CIDITij

, σij , Tmt) from IoFT devices in time-slot (Tmt), FSi
verifies the validation of tag-value (σi) along with authenticity
of IoFT devices. Also, it is discussed above only the regis-
tered IoFT devices have knowledge of real signing-public-key
(PKITij

) = (d0, µ0) linked to respective signing-private-key
MKITij = (k0, u0), it can generate a valid tag-value which
passes the validation condition (Eq. 2). As AII can not solve
the hard DL-problem corresponding to pass the validation
condition with modified tag-value (σ∗

i ) in polynomial time
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with limited power, so, AII can not pass the verification
condition with modified encrypted crop-status data (CID∗

ITij
).

Furthermore, each of the collected crop-status data are marked
with time-stamp (Tmt) value, which is also included into
D = (CIDITij

, σij , Tmt). So, the current time-stamp value
guarantees that AII can not perform any reply attack also on
the proposed model.

Afterward, the similar verification procedure also performed
by leader-node to check the authenticity and validity of ag-
gregated data (Ci) and new tag-value (σi) with time-stamp
(Tmt). Therefore, the proposed model also ensures the proper
integrity of the collected crop-status data.

■

Theorem 3. (Data mining attack) The proposed model guar-
antees the security against the malicious data mining attack.

Proof. In the proposed model, we assure that a PPT adversary
(AII) tries to launch a data mining attack against target IoFT
device at IoFT layer. Here, under the following conditions,
we will show the resistance of the proposed data aggregation
model against malicious data mining attack;

Case 1: We consider the initial condition, where AII blocks
the communication from one target IoFT device, i.e., IoFT1 to
respective fog server (FSi). For such condition, IoFT1 cannot
share the respective tuple, i.e, k0 = s0 + ajH1(IDITij , d0)
and d0 = g0s0 mod p to FSi. So, IoFt layer sends the
collected crop-status data of (j − 1) IoFT device as D∗ =
(CID∗

ITij
, σ∗
ij , Tmt) . Then, FSi can only able to aggregate

(j − 1) IoFT device’s data at Fog layer as;

C∗
i =

msi∏
j=1

C∗
IDITij

mod N2

after holding the validation condition (Eq. 2) with tuple
(k∗0 , d

∗
0) such as;

ϑi∏
j=2

g
k∗0
0

?
= d∗0 · b

H1(IDITij
,d0)

j mod p

However, AII cannot be able to pass the validation condition
(Eq. 2) with D∗ and (k∗0 , d

∗
0). Since, it is not possible to

hold validation condition (Eq. 2), gk00
?
= d0 · b

H1(IDITij
,d0)

j

mod p, where b1 ̸= 0 mod p. So, AII cannot be attempt any
malicious data mining attack to block communication between
IoFT layer-to-Fog layer by targeting any IoFT device.

Case 2: Now, we consider an internal attack from AII ,
then any of the IoFT device collude with AII and block the
communication between IoFT layer to Fog layer. For such
condition, AII interrupt the previously collected data by one
IoFT device (IoFT1), parse the value of gk00 with b2, and mod-
ifies the ciphertext of their collected data (CIDITij

) and σij .
On receiving the encrypted crop-status data of IoFT2 from
IoFT layer, respective fog server (FSi) checks the validity it
through Eq 4. However, due to computational intractability of
DL-problem in G1, it is not possible to pass the validation
condition with modified values of (CIDITij

, σij). So, in such

condition, AII cannot launch any malicious data mining attack
as internal attack. ■

Theorem 4. (Collusion and Modification attack) The pro-
posed model also guarantees the security of collected and
transferred crop-status data on blockchain against any modi-
fication and collusion attack.

Proof. As described earlier, collected data of each IoFT
devices’ is integrated into a block over blockchain at Fog
layer. So, whenever any malicious ACC wants to modify to
existing collected data with modified values for some personal
benefits, then, only option is to break the security of redactable
blockchain architecture. Specifically, the malicious ACC in-
centivized the group of authorized nodes (FSd|d ∈ [1, ..., θ])
to modify any block Bȷ with malicious block Bȷ∗ . To perform
such attack, we assume that the leader-node can find a solution
of the defined Difficulty (D) to complete the PoW consensus
for validation of malicious block B∗

ȷ in at most ∂ time-slots
earlier than honest fog servers. Initially, another assumption
that, β = 1

2 + ε fraction of fog servers (FSl|∀l∈[1,...,θ]) are
honest, where ε ∈ [0, 12 ].

Let ı = D
2l

and ι = D
2l
(1 − β)t represent the expected

solutions of the defined Difficulty (D) found by the honest fog
servers and incentivized malicious fog servers FSd in every
time-slot respectively, where l is the length of Hash-function
H2(·). We also represent maximum number of solutions for
the defined Difficulty (D) found by incentivized malicious fog
servers FSd in time-slot ∈ [Tmt − ∂, Tmt + s− 1] as Ne and
minimum number of solutions for the defined Difficulty (D)
found by incentivized malicious fog servers FSd in time-slot
∈ [Tmt, Tmt + s − 1] by Nf , respectively. Also, according
to chernoff bound [43], it holds the conditions such as Ne ≤
[(1 + ϱ) ι (s+ ∂)| ∀ϱ>0], except with negligible probability as;

P1 = e−
(ϱ·min(ϱ,1)·ι(s+∂))

3

and Nf ≤ [(1− ϱ) ıs| ∀ϱ∈[0,1]], except with negligible proba-

bility P2 = e−
ϱ2sı

2 .
Then, initially, if we set the leader node (FSξ) are honest in

s - time-slot to break the security of blockchain, the malicious
ACC assures the condition Ne < Nf . Also, the malicious ACC
should hold the condition (1 + ϱ) ι (s+ ∂) < (1− ϱ)wı and
obtain the condition;

w >
∂

[(1− ϱ)β/((1− ϱ)(1− β))]− 1

Moreover, according to Proof-of-consistency property [14],
none of the adversary can ‘withhold’ a block for "too long"
and make it to the chain. The malicious ACC should set s be
the longest number of time-slots that is incentivized FSd to
withhold the target candidate editing block B∗

ȷ . Then, mali-
cious ACC considers the case whenever FSd withholds some
blocks, B0 new blocks are mined in the longest chain with B∗

ȷ

where B0 represent common prefix parameter [14]. According
to common prefix property, these withholding blocks can never
present in longest chain of honest fog server. So, s should be
less than the defined minimum time, FSd takes for longest
valid chain to grow by atleast B0 blocks. Also, according
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to the chain-growth property [14], malicious ACC and FSd
should hold the condition s ≈ B0

ı′
, where ı

′
= D

′

2l
βt, and D′

is the Difficulty for the defined PoW consensus that atleast
one incentivized user can find the solution for D

′
at every

time-slot, i.e., D
′

2l
t = 1.

However, the above mentioned conditions are contradictory
to common prefix property and chain-growth property with
limited power of a group of incentivized fog server which
is less than 51% of the overall blockchain network. So,
malicious ACC with incentivezed fog servers cannot perform
any modification and collusion attack on collected data to gain
any advantages.

■

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we demonstrate the proposed model’s perfor-
mance analysis regarding - security functionalities, theoretical,
and experimental analysis. Moreover, to provide a detailed
analysis in terms of efficiency, we also provide a significant
comparison of the proposed model with existing models [25],
[31], [34], [35].

A. Functional comparison

Table II demonstrates the functionality comparison of the
proposed model with existing models [25], [31], [34], [35]
in terms of functionalities and features. All the compared
existing data aggregation models [25], [31], [34], [35] are
computationally intractable in terms of data integrity and
privacy-preserving. So, the proposed data aggregation model
and other compared existing data aggregation models can
guarantee the proper correctness for all collected crop-status
data and privacy-preserving for all IoFT devices. To attain
high-level immutability for all collected crop-status data, the
existing models [31], [34], and the proposed data aggregation
model utilizes the security of blockchain technology. How-
ever, in considering the redaction or editing of a block’s
data over blockchain, only the proposed model employs the
redactable blockchain framework to provide flexibility against
any erroneous data collection by IoFT devices. Further, while
transferring the collected data, the proper source authentication
shows the computational infeasibility of communication links
and all involved entities against - false data injection attacks in
the proposed model and existing model [34]. Considering data
confidentiality, most of the existing data aggregation models
provide security against it. However, only the work introduced
by [34], and the proposed model consider IND-CCA2 se-
curity against chosen ciphertext attack and also infeasibility
against malicious data mining attack by internal or external
adversaries. Also, the proposed model considers the collusion
attack to follow the standard security model. Thus, none of
the malicious entities can collude to perform collusion attack
to break the security of the model.

Moreover, only the proposed model and the work compiled
by [34] provide the fault-tolerant to support the robust nature
of the data aggregation models. So, as observed from Table
II, the proposed data aggregation model can strongly support
the standard functionalities with the proper security standard.

B. Theoretical analysis

Primarily, we consider the cryptographic operations in-
volved in the registration, data aggregation, and data analysis
phases to analyze the proposed model’s efficiency. So, we
summarize the theoretical analysis in terms of computational
and communication overhead, which is demonstrated in the
following manner.

1) Communication overhead: Mainly, in the proposed
model, we consider the communication overhead between
IoFT layer-to-Fog layer and Fog layer-to-ACC. For the sake
of simplicity, we take into account that the only one re-
gion to analyze the communication overhead of the whole
data aggregation procedure. Initially, the IoFT devices of
respective agriculture region generates the crop-status data
D = (CIDITij

, σij , Tmt) and sends it to corresponding
fog server (FSi). The size of the collected data is -
mwi(|CIDITij

|+|σij |), where mwi is number of aggregated
encrypted-data ciphertext at one instance of time-slot . So,
the overall communication overhead between IoFT layer-to-
Fog layer is (|N |+|Tmt|+2|p|+|G1|). Afterward, we analyze
the communication overhead between Fog servers and leader-
node at Fog layer, FSi performs the local data aggregation
to aggregate all the ciphertext of collected data, generates the
corresponding transaction (Txi) with validation-value (V si)
and broadcast it to authorized nodes (FSθ) to validate it.
Then, the Fog layer will generate overhead approximately
(|N |+|p|+|G1|+|Tmt|). Similarly, for the works [34], the IoT
devices require extra overhead - (3|N |+3|p|+|G1|+2|Tmt|)
to send collected encrypted data to Fog layer, due to hash-
chain based authentication method. Also, the communica-
tion overhead between Fog layer-to-cloud center is also
high (2|N |+3|p|+|G1|+2|Tmt|). Similarly, the works [31],
communication overhead from IoT layer-to-Fog layer and
Fog layer-to-Cloud center is (4|N |+2|p|+|G1|+2|Tmt|) and
(2|N |+2|p|+|G1|+2|Tmt|), respectively.

Further, the works introduced by [25], [35] also requires
some high communication overhead to send collected data
from IoT device - to - fog devices is (2|N |+2|p|+|G1|)
and (2|N |+|p|+|G1|), respectively. Similarly, from Fog
layer - to- Cloud center is (3|N |+3|p|+|G1|+Tmt) and
(2|N |+|p|+|G1|+Tmt), respectively. So, the efficient commu-
nication overhead of the proposed model provides over other
existing models provides more feasibility.

2) Computational overhead: The computational overhead
of the proposed data aggregation model is mainly expressed in
terms of cryptographic operations, i.e., exponential operation
in G1 - (EN ), pairing operation - (P ), hash-function -
(EHi), modular multiplication in G1 - (Em), and exponential
operation in Z∗

N2 - (EN2). Also, to calculate the computational
overhead of the proposed model and other existing models
[25], [31], [34], [35], under the defined standard security level
of 80 - bit, we select a Type-III pairing, i.e., e : G1×G2 → G2

on a super-singular Elliptic curve E : y2 = x3+ax+b mod p
on field Fp, where b and p both are random prime number on
field Fp ≈ 160 bit. Moreover, we employ PBC - (0.5.14)
library to implement all the above mentioned cryptographic
operations. It is important to note that the modular exponential
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TABLE II: Comparative analysis in the functionalities of different schemes and proposed model

Schemes Functional characteristics
Source

authentication
Redactability in

Blockchain
IND-CCA2 secure
Data confidentiality

Resistance against
data mining attack

Resistance against
Collusion attack

Privacy-
preserving

Data -
integrity

Robustness

Lu et al. [34] Y N N N N Y Y Y
Song et al. [25] N N N N N Y Y N
Siguang et al. [31] N N N N N Y Y N
Verma et al. [35] N N Y N N Y Y N
Proposed model Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

over Z∗
N2 and G1 is set to 160 bits.

In the proposed model, the generation of ciphertext of
encrypted value of collected crop-status data (CIDITij

) needs
only one exponential operation in Z∗

N2 - (EN2) and one
modular multiplication (Em); also one hash-operation (EHi)
and 2 modular multiplication (2Em) requires to generate
the respective tag-value. Then, for local data aggregation
at Fog layer, FSi requires to execute one exponential
operation in Z∗

N2 - (EN2) and one hash-operation (EHi)
with 2 modular multiplication (Em); also one modular
multiplication (Em) with one exponential operation (EN2)
requires to verify the validity of collected data as well as
authenticity of IoFT devices. Afterward, the leader-node
also verifies the validity of aggregated ciphertext with one
modular multiplication (Em) and one exponential operation
(EN2). Then, leader-node generate the transaction (Txi)
with defined transaction generation cost on blockchain.
Finally, to analysis the aggregated data, ACC decrypt
the data by parsing the blockchain and decrypting key,
which requires only one modular multiplication (Em) and
exponential operation (EN2). So, the total computational
overhead is - (mwi|EHi

+ EN2 + 3Em|+4Em + 2EN2).
However, in the work proposed by [34], the leader-node
requires (n + 1) pairing operation (P ) to validate the
received transactions, during the global data aggregation.
So, due to high computational cost pairing operations,
this work requires high computational overhead -
(mwi|EHi

+ (n+ 1)P + EN2 + 4Em|+(n+ 1)Em + 3EN2).
Moreover, in the other existing model [31], the local data

collection requires 6 exponential operation (EN ) due to pro-
viding anonymity to identity of all IoT devices and one hash-
operation (EHi

), 3 modular multiplication (Em). Also, at Fog
layer requires (3EN2 +EHi

+ 4Em) operations to verify the
authenticity of IoT devices and validity of tag-value. However,
due to double layer of blockchain, it requires double number of
transactions (Txi) generation overhead. However, the decryp-
tion overhead at ACC, requires similar computational overhead
as the proposed model. So, the total computational overhead of
this model is - (mwi|EHi

+ 6EN2 + 6Em|+4Em + 3EN2).
Furthermore, the compared models [25], [35] requires
(3EN2 + 2Em + EHi) and (2EN2 + 2Em + EHi) operations
for local data aggregation at Fog layer respectively; also re-
quires extra Em and EN2 operations for global aggregation at
Fog layer to verify the authenticity of IoT devices and validity
of tag-values. Thus, the final computational overhead of these
models are - (mwi|EHi + 4EN2 + 4Em|+2Em + 2EN2) and
(mwi|EHi + 3EN2 + 3Em|+3Em + EN2) respectively.

Finally, Table III illustrates the detailed comparison of the
computational overhead of the proposed model and other

existing models [25], [31], [34], [35]. From Table III, we
can observe that the proposed model has lower computational
overhead than these compared models [25], [31], [34], [35],
due to less number of cryptographic operations. So, the low
computational overhead of the proposed model strengthens its
practicability.

TABLE III: Comparison of computational overheads
Schemes Comparison of computational overhead

Siguang et al. [31]
(
mwi|EHi

+ 6EN2 + 6Em|+4Em + 3EN2

)
Lu et al. [34]

(
mwi|EHi

+ (n+ 1)P + EN2 + 4Em|+(n+ 1)Em + 3EN2

)
Song et al. [25]

(
mwi|EHi

+ 4EN2 + 4Em|+2Em + 2EN2

)
Verma et al. [35]

(
mwi|EHi

+ 3EN2 + 3Em|+3Em + EN2

)
Proposed

(
mwi|EHi

+ EN2 + 3Em|+4Em + 2EN2

)

C. Experimental analysis

For the detailed experimental analysis of the proposed data
aggregation model, we performed a set of simulations on the
set-up for the designed model. However, in the real-world
scenario, some cloud-fog simulators, i.e., iFogSim and YAFS,
have been used in research to analyze the network congestion,
latency, and cost of cloud-fog environments. Although, these
simulators cannot support the implementation of cryptographic
operations. Due to this, we have performed a custom imple-
mentation of the proposed model. In this set-up, ACC and
fog severs are employed on a system with OS Windows 10,
Intel(R) Xeon(R) E-2124G CPU@ 3.40GHz ×64 - based 64
bit processor, 8GB DDR3 RAM, 1TB SATA memory with
64MB buffer. Also, the IoFT devices are simulated with sensor
devices. For the sake of simplicity, we simulate an arrangement
of 50 fog servers and each fog servers is responsible to
collect crop-status data from 20 IoFT devices of corresponding
agriculture land. Afterward, fog servers performs the data
aggregation and sends the aggregated data to ACC for further
analysis.

For a detailed on-chain analysis, we employ the local ver-
sion of Ethereum’s latest client Geth 1.9.0 (such as redactabil-
ity enabled consortium Ethereum blockchain architecture) to
set-up the blockchain framework at Fog layer. Every function
of the fog servers and ACC communicates with blockchain
via Web3.js API. The Web3.js is a lightweight java library
to interact with blockchain through an HTTP connection.
To analyze the on-chain computational and communication
overhead, we estimate Gas-consumption (in Eth) during each
interaction of fog servers and ACC with blockchain.

Without the loss of generality, we assume that number of
fog servers changes from 5 to 50 with continuously increasing
from 100 IoFT devcies, i.e., 5 fog servers in each test. Fig. 3
illustrates that the computational overhead to locally aggregate
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the collected crop-status data by IoFT devices at fog layer
for all compared models and proposed model. Fig. 3 also
include computational overhead to global aggregation of all
collected data with respective transaction (Txi) generation
over blockchain. From significant observation of Fig. 3 ,
we can see that the proposed model is efficient in terms of
computational overhead at IoFT layer, Fog layer, and ACC
than any other existing models [25], [31], [34], [35].

For detailed experimental analysis for communication over-
head between various layer of the proposed data aggregation
model and other existing models, initially, we set the length
of IoFT devices - identities (IDITij

), fog server - identities
(IDFSi

), and time-stamp (Tmt) be 32 - bits. Then, we
analyzed communication overhead, during data transfer from
one layer to other layer, i.e., IoFT layer-to-Fog layer and Fog
layer-to-ACC by changing number of IoFT devices 5 to 50
in one region. Fig. 4 illustrates the communication overhead
of the each compared models [25], [31], [34], [35] with the
proposed model. As seen in Fig. 4 , the proposed model has
lower communication overhead than other existing models to
provide more efficient utilization of communication resources.

Furthermore, for concrete experimental analysis, we also
illustrate the system performance in terms of latency and
throughput of transactions over the blockchain as follows;

1) Transaction throughput: refers to the number of success-
ful transactions completed on the blockchain during a specified
time slot.

Transaction throughput = Successful−transactions
Time(sec)

It should be noted that to obtain the successful transactions
(Txi), the invalid transactions should be removed from the set
of total transactions. Fig. 5 illustrates that the average trans-
action throughput continuously rises as the transaction send-
rate rises until it reaches the threshold value of transaction
send-rate (tps) 700 transaction-per-second (tsp). Further, in the
optimal case, the average transaction throughput is considered
to be 700 tsp; after that, the throughput decreases as the
throughput decreases as the transaction-send rate is increased.

2) Transaction latency: consider the total execution time of
a transaction (Txi) throughout the blockchain, including the
transaction broadcasting time and execution time of the defined
consensus algorithm to validate the respective transaction.

Transaction latency = (Transaction confirmation time ×
Network threshold) − Transaction submission time

For the sake of simplicity, the system performance for
blockchain-assisted proposed data aggregation is obtained by
continuously changing the transaction-send-rate (tsp) from
100 to 1000. Fig. 6 shows that the average transaction
latency of the proposed model increases considerably until
the transaction-send-rate (tps) reaches up-to 690 tps. So, the
transaction latency increases linearly as more requests for
transaction generation occur; after the transaction-send-rate of
690 tps. So, the average transaction-send-rate of the proposed
model is 690 tps.

Therefore, the detailed experimental analysis shows that the
proposed data aggregation model is efficient and can be easily
implemented in practice.

Fig. 3: Comparison of compu-
tational overhead

Fig. 4: Comparison of com-
munication cost
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Fig. 5: Transaction through-
put of the proposed model
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tency of the proposed model

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, to address the security issues of Fog-
enabled smart agriculture paradigm, we introduce an efficient
redactable blockchain-based data aggregation model with a
secure efficient paillier cryptosystem. The proposed model not
only incorporates the fog-computing with smart agriculture
but also integrates redactable blockchain to provide reasonable
editing to recorded blocks and infeasibility against collusion
attacks. The fog layer significantly enhances the model’s
potential to mitigate the modification attack on aggregated data
by integrating the tamper-proof characteristics of blockchain
architecture. Further, the detailed concrete security proofs
show the computational infeasibility against malicious data
mining attacks with proper source authentication, data con-
fidentiality, and integrity under malicious fog servers and
external adversaries. Finally, the performance analysis demon-
strates the significant advantages, making it a better fit for
the real-time data aggregation model for Fog-enabled smart
agriculture.

However, the proposed model provides a secure and efficient
data aggregation model for IoFT-enabled Fog-paradigm; it still
requires a smart consensus algorithm for selecting a leader
fog node in a secure decentralized aggregation method. So,
in the future, Machine-Learning technology could integrate to
increase the practicability of the proposed model in the real
world.
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